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Fap ceo decoration levels

From fap CEO jump ing to jumping hopping to search there are 24 decorations. The stock market (deco) is the first decoration to open and the rest is received randomly while the cost increases with each new decoration. The cost of the new decoration [editing] cost in the table below is the full price with
the ascent and skill deco price cut you can reduce the cost up to 25%. The stock market (Deco) is still closed after the ascent. Discoveries Cost Discoveries 1 200 shares 13 71870 shares 241 shares 131330 shares 3 318 shares 15 240030 shares 4 459 shares 16 438680 shares 5 716 shares 17 801650
shares 6 1180 shares 18 14600000 7 2050 shares 19 2670 00 80 00 80 00 Shares 630 shares 20 4880000 shares 9 6540 shares 21 89200000 shares 10 11850 shares 22 1629000 0 shares 11 21570 shares 23 29730000 000 shares 12 39350 shares 24 54 2270000000 shares list all decorations [edit]
each decoration has 3 different screens. The first opens when you buy the décor, next at level 11 and the last at level 26. The only exception is the computer that opens the stock market for coffee at Level 1, gold at Level 3, and diamonds at level 5. There are also 9 decorations that work depending on the
sizes of girls. Here is a proposed order to upgrade the decoration. From the CEO of Fap go to jump ing to search user tr0tsky create a useful spreadsheet, you can use it to figure out what you position and what would be best for the next upgrade. We recommend that you check it out! A good thumb base
without using the spreadsheet to see what to upgrade next is: prestige cost/ company / decorative stock multiplier = 2x ornamentation multiplier main girl = 3.5x start of money décor = 7x other decoration double girl. For more details, check out the table below: decoration name (click for detailed
information) effect level (class order S, A, B, C, D) Level Cap Prestige/Lvl Bonus/LVL Max Bonus Neon Arrow S 101 200 +0.2x +20.2 X Lava Prestige Power Lamp 101 100 +25% +25% +2600% couch base cost 26 200 -2% -52% FapSupplies large height S L/L/L/L/L combo affects five non-girls. With this
you'll cover the four most important seats (1&gt;10&gt;3&gt;9) 101 (200) 100 +0.25x 27x (51.75x) large chest chandelier large feet medium high a for other 6 decorations. Magazine medium breast bin medium-footed small camera high carpet small breast breast small lingerie stock market (deco) stock
market A 6 200 - Stock Market Photo Time 20 100 +3s +60s Sculpture Key Low Rate 76 (101) 101 +1% +16% (+101%). Flower Pot Company Multiplier 101 200 +0.2x +20.2x Sex Toys Sex Games Cost B Level B 26 200 -1% -26% Music Player Upgrade Cost 2 6 200 -1% -26% Sport Gear Tapping
Power B Online 26 150 +0.25x +7.75x Factory Show Coldon C 26 100 -1/3s-9s Drink Booster Time 26 200 +60s +1560s offline furniture £26 200 +0.25x +6.5x painting starting money D 101 200 +50x +5050x Cup Time 26 150-30s-780s 09-16-2018 #291 originally published by Mitokii I thought, since I'm a
fairly high level offline, (56) I've been listing some of the daytime of the game so far. I don't pretend to know everything, and a lot of what I learned was from others on the subject. I have all the accolades and all the skills reached the maximum with 33 additional skill points. Around level 9-11 was the
hardest grinding for me. But once you get to the point where you have to earn 5000 levels to sell your company, it stops increasing even further. This means you will only need 5000 levels to sell from that point on, and it starts accelerating your progress dramatically. There are ways to make grinding
before it easier on yourself. I chose to go with the girls earning the top 4, leaving Cassandra, as their cost was very high. By the time she went to her level up to the level of Judy, Delilah, Annika, and Laura, it was more than time and cost-effective for Judy's level just back. So the girls I use are as follows:
Amber: Sarah Chloe: Lisa: Alexis Mrs. Ryder: Dominic: Laura Judy: Guide: Anika I use the seating arrangement in this chart because I spend most of my time clicking on my most profitable girl, (Judy) and Megacoin drops down where I put her. The Megacoin is not a big boost in profits, but it can help.
When you're leveling, you spent your skill points like that: 1 point per mare (active) skill, then Max tapping power, followed by your maximum gallery frequency. I spend most of my active time with autoclicker running to prevent my mouse from dying, so offline revenue isn't all useful to me. I put one point in
all idle skills to get megacoin, then reached the maximum supporttime and then finally offline revenue. The 14 decorations come in random order so I'll include them as I got them 1. Activates the stock market. Lvl 6, +600 Prestige, 328.17k shares to a higher level. 2. Increase the amount of money you
start with after selling the company. Lvl 33, +3.3k Prestige, +1.65KX Start Money, 20.11k shares up. 3. Additional multiplier that will increase your company's profits. Level 27, +5.4k Prestige, +5.4X Inc Multiplier, 41.73k shares to a higher level. 4. Increase the power of your eavesdropping and get more
cash with each individual click. Level 26, +3.9k Prestige, +7.75X Power Tapping, 46.37k shares to the top 5 level. Reduce the base cost per character. Maximum level, +5.4k prestige, -54.00% base cost 6. Increase your booster duration. Maxed level, +5.4k prestige, +1.62ks booster time (3 hours and 12
minutes with idle skill 5/5) 7. Reduce the time limit for replying to e-mail. Level 16, +1.6k Prestige, -480.00s Reply Timer, 17.94k shares to a higher level. 8. Increase the number of shares you receive when selling the company. Level 15, +3.0k Prestige, +3.00X shares, 23.82k shares to a higher level. 9.
Increase the percentage of the prestige multiplier. This applies to the total Profits. Level 33, +3.3k Prestige, +900.00% Prestige Power, 20.11k shares up. 10. Reduce the cost of the upgrade per character. Level 26, +5.2k Prestige, -26.00% cost reduction upgrade, 59.60k shares to a higher level. 11.
Increase the chance of dropping your key when you click on your gallery icon. Level 17, +1.7k Prestige, +17.00% key drop rate, 25.31k shares up. 12. Lower the higher cost level per character. Level 17, +3.4k Prestige, -17.00% cost reduction level, 47.09k shares up. 13. Increase your offline revenue.
Level 24, +4.8k Prestige, +6.00X offline earnings, 20.88k shares up. 14. Your own spawning will appear faster. Level 26, +2.6k Prestige, -26.00s Special Offer Time Spawn, 19.90k shares to a higher level. Total: 49.60k Prestige (+496.0k% profit) My top 8 decorations almost go: low rate key, cost
reduction level, upgrade cost reduction, power tapping, special time spawning time offer, prestige power, stock increase, time enhancement. I don't use the stock market it's a very small gain for me with my active skills by the time the timer is up, I'm willing to sell, I usually make way more money than I did
even 5 minutes ago, and there's almost zero profit. A lot of people have problems with autoclickers booting them out of the game. The trick is to use autoclicker at the speed at which it is possible for a human to maintain. I've been saving mine in 1 click every 75 milliseconds. He didn't kick me out of the
game so quickly we hope you all have a similar success. I know that manual clicking that much makes my carpal tunnel ignite, and that's just no fun for anyone. Using autoclicker in the browser version of the game is pretty much impossible once you open the skill that allows you to collect from every girl
at once. It slows the game down a ton and starts caching your clicks, so that you can't even level up the girls. If you want autoclick, you have to download the game from nutaku. Unfortunately, at this point, it seems that you should manually download updates from the site every time a new version is
released. We hope this will be treated soon. In the DL Fruit CEO version, you can use autoclicker responsibly and get a decent number of keys. With a low key decoration rate, this gets to be very easy. With the game running overnight, it is possible to get hundreds of keys. Maybe thousands at the top
levels. You can get a lot of currency game this way as well as all the items to answer to the girls you can ever need. Anyway, hopefully this will help someone. ^_^ Thnx for comprehensive information be careful as the actual game developers do not browse this site. I don't want you to get deleted just to
post 09-16-2018 #292 if I mention autoclicker on my ticket am I going to be seen as cheating? 09-16-2018#293 to be honest, you don't need autoclicker for this game at all. Hell I don't click at all. At the beginning of the level, sure. But after a certain point I prefer stock to click. I suppose though there's
probably been a lot of autoclickers in the tournament since you don't get on the stock market in there. Last edited by IronFist; 09-16-2018 at 09:54 am 09-16-2018 #294 09-16-2018 #295 Just Nutaku saying we've got your ticket thanks to the play. I imagine this is messy and will take some time to clarify. As
in other games I collect they will give us a gift for their mess up and apologize. Rightly so. I didn't cheat and I was really hoping to get those keys 09-16-2018 #296 originally published by IronFist I suppose although there were probably a lot of autoclickers in the tournament since you don't get on the stock
market in there. I doubt very much, that the top players in the rankings in the tournament got there by pure autoclicking. Or is there a barrier during progress, which you can overcome and roll up sin afterwards? Maybe there is a way to cheat the web version of the game via JavaScript. Or in the DL version
with some tools, because it's a console game. Every time after removing cheaters, the top new players were somewhere around 7k lvl pop-up. It seems more likely to achieve it. With or without automatic licking. Especially since Bony had an ornamental count in the tournament. I'm not even sure if you
might describe using Autoclickers and cheating. Unless Davis is stupid, the utoclicker can't achieve something a dedicated player can't. And with stupid I mean: allow the game to record a huge amount of clicks per second and reward the player who manages this assault on the crazy marking device. 09-
16-2018#297 there is a point where clicking is useless. The game just scores a lot of clicks and beyond that it's useless to do any more. So your reputation doesn't change how people somehow cheat....... Someone was at 787,000 lvls+ when i started. When I started. Two hours after this dreaded last edit
ing made by IronFist; 09-16-2018 at 12:58 pm 09-16-2018 #298 originally published by Unrecorded Do You Get Gems from Special Offers or Open Breasts? Also what should you spend them on ohm, yes? The basic way to get keys is from special offers. Keys to open breasts. Breasts (can) give gems.
2x share is (IMO) the most valuable purchase. 09-16-2018 #299 originally published by Uhm Unregistered, yes? The basic way to get keys is from special offers. Keys to open breasts. Breasts (can) give gems. 2x share is (IMO) the most valuable purchase. Thank you! What I meant in my question is to
clarify whether I get them randomly from special offers or if they are random from the breasts. I still answered my question anyway if they were from special offers and I would prob save the keys for a new girl to get her items. But now I may just use it to get double shares 09-17-2018 #300 so I'm at the
point where I can't afford the new Which is bad because I don't have a basic cost cut that everyone says is vital to selling faster and it takes like 70K shares to make it. I needed to go 4 rounds of the company if I could double my shares to get there. Should stock spending be avoided up to the company
level of 27? I'm 20, so help me help.
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